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Ultrafast time-resolved velocity map imaging methods are used to interrogate the timescales for
H-atom elimination in the azole isomers imidazole and pyrazole, the former of which is a prevalent
moiety in biomolecules that exhibit a high degree of photostability following the absorption of
ultraviolet (UV) radiation (e.g. DNA bases and aromatic amino acids). The results presented here, for
the first time, draw focus on the statistical H-atom elimination dynamics in these two heteroaromatics,
which result from vibrationally hot ground state (S0) molecules that are formed following ultrafast
internal conversion from an initially populated excited electronic state (1pp* or 1ps*) at 200 nm.
Measurements on imidazole suggest that statistical H-atom elimination is minimal over the temporal
window of these experiments (which extends to 600 ps) and occurs on a timescale of >270 ps.
Conversely, pyrazole shows a significant statistical H-atom yield by 600 ps with a time constant of
165  30 ps. This highlights statistical unimolecular dissociation dynamics which, on these timescales,
cannot be interpreted with traditional RRKM theory. Additional experiments on deuterated
isotopomers of the two species also reveal that in imidazole statistical H-atom generation is localized to
N–H bond fission, while in pyrazole there is approximately a 1 : 1 ratio between statistical C–H and
N–H cleavage, and the two processes have associated time constants of 151  20 ps and 193  35 ps,
respectively. We postulate that the observed high fraction of rapid irreversible C–H fission in pyrazole,
relative to imidazole, may lead to the formation of toxic free radicals within specific biological
environments, whereas statistical dissociation, restricted to only the N–H coordinate, may
hypothetically quench UV photodamage yields via H-atom ‘caging’ and ‘recombination’ dynamics in
hydrogen bonded networks (e.g. secondary protein structures).

1. Introduction
The relationship between molecular structure and function is
critical throughout many areas of biology, and evolutionary
selection has enabled biomolecules to become acutely tuned to
perform these specific functions with exceptional levels of efficiency. Examples of this are prevalent in nature, highlighted by
the cooperative O2 binding mechanism in hemoglobin1,2 and
a wide variety of photolyase enzymes which target the repair of
photodamaged DNA.3,4 One of the cornerstone goals of modern
biochemistry has been to intimately understand these highly
specific processes in an effort to replicate and manipulate them.
In the case of photo-initiated bio-cycles, the contemporary
discipline of ultrafast biophysics has enabled a clearer insight
into the origins of their efficiency.5–9 Here, the role of the ensuing
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dynamics takes center stage, helping to elucidate how the
molecular structure influences the overall function of the species,
through a more comprehensive structure-dynamics-function
approach. This technique has aided in intimately characterizing,
amongst others, the trigger mechanism for human vision in
rhodopsin,10,11 charge-transfer processes in photosynthesis12 and
the origins of high fluorescence quantum yields in numerous
fluorescent protein variants.13–15
In this work we apply this methodology as a potential stepping-stone towards understanding structural selectivity in
biomolecules which display a high degree of photostability
following absorption of ultraviolet (UV) radiation.16–18 It has
been postulated that, particularly on the pre-biotic earth, UV
photostability played a critical role in the evolution of life19 and
today can act as a vital defense against harmful photo-induced
genetic mutations.18,20,21 The heteroaromatic UV chromophore
imidazole (Fig. 1(a)) is found widely throughout this class of
biomolecules: it is present within the purine derived DNA
bases,18 the amino acid histidine,22 and importantly, also acts as
a major UV absorber in the skin within urocanic acid.23–25 This is
in stark contrast to its structural isomer pyrazole (Fig. 1(b)),
which is significantly more elusive in biological motifs,26 particularly in photoprotection applications, yet its electronic
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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Fig. 1 Examples of biomolecules which are resistant to UV induced
photodegradation and contain the heteroaromatic UV chromophore
imidazole (a). Isomerization of imidazole yields the aromatic heterocycle
pyrazole (b).

structure is qualitatively similar to that of imidazole.27 Utilizing
a combination of ultrafast time-resolved spectroscopy28 and gas
phase ion imaging techniques,29 we seek to obtain a more
complete picture of the UV induced dynamics occurring in these
aromatic isomers. Specifically, we aim to illuminate any differences in their respective photochemistry.
Recent years have seen much interdisciplinary research
devoted to untangling the origins of efficient UV photoprotection/photostability.18,21 The seminal theoretical work of
Sobolewski et al. provided one coherent explanation,20 and
implicated dissociative 1ps* electronic excited states, localized
along X–H bonds (X ¼ N or O), as a means for rapidly and
harmlessly dissipating excess UV photon energy on ultrafast
(femtosecond (fs)) timescales. This pathway, schematically represented in Fig. 2, ultimately yields relaxation to the electronic
ground state (S0) via conical intersections (CIs), or X–H fission
(see Fig. 2(a)) and recombination in H-bonded species (e.g. DNA
base pairs).30,31
In addition to these ultrafast kinetics, many gas phase experimental results18 also implicate that undesired, but kinetically
slower, ‘statistical’ fragmentation may play a role in the UV
induced dynamics.32–34 In this process, the nascent energy in S0,
following internal conversion (IC) from the 1ps* state at the 1ps*/
S0 CI, may induce molecular fragmentation, resulting in a ‘statistical boil-off’ of H-atoms with low amounts of kinetic energy (see
schematic in Fig. 2(b)). Previous experiments have often interpreted
the dynamics of forming these ‘statistical’ H-atoms within an Rice–
Ramsperger–Kassel–Marcus (RRKM) theory framework,35,36
despite the fact that internal (vibrational) energy following IC onto
S0 at the 1ps*/S0 CI is not in an equilibrated state—as required in an
RRKM treatment—rather, internal energy is likely to be localized
along the X–H bond dissociation coordinate.
This statistical H-atom elimination behavior is traditionally
considered a gas phase phenomenon. However, the gas phase
often provides an excellent model for studying in vivo dynamics
in proteins/hydrophobic cavities (such as the core of a DNA
duplex or a protein chromophore pocket37,38), as the dielectric
constant, 3, in these environments (3 ¼ 3–10) is more comparable
to vacuum (3 ¼ 1) than water (3 ¼ 80).39 With this in mind, it is
therefore still imperative that photostable chromophores efficiently partition excess vibrational energy into intramolecular
‘bath’ modes of the surrounding environment (e.g. an extended
protein manifold) to not only avoid extensive fragmentation/
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012

Fig. 2 Schematic potential energy cuts of the electronic ground (S0) and
excited (1pp*, 1ps*) states in (a) imidazole and (b) pyrazole, with respect
to their N–H bond coordinates, RN–H. These schematics are adapted
from previously calculated potential energy profiles along RN–H in ref. 27.
Following excitation at 200 nm (6.2 eV) with a fs pump pulse, (a) presents
a representative pathway for ultrafast relaxation and N–H bond fission
via internal conversion (IC) at conical intersections (CIs), resulting in the
formation of H-atoms with high amounts of kinetic energy (fast H)
together with associated aromatic radical co-fragments. H-atoms are
ionized and detected using a second temporally delayed fs probe pulse in
our experimental detection scheme (inset). (b) shows how coupling back
to S0 via a 1ps*/S0 CI results in vibrationally hot S0 species, which may
then undergo internal vibrational energy redistribution (IVR) and the
loss of ‘statistical’ H-atoms that possess low amounts of kinetic energy
(slow H).

photodegradation of the UV chromophore, but to also negate
the production of toxic free radicals.40 Additionally, during gas
phase reactions that generated fundamental organic precursors
for life on the pre-biotic earth,19 which lacked any significant
atmospheric (ozone) shielding from extraterrestrial UV radiation, degradative UV induced photochemistry, such as statistical
fragmentation, may have influenced a structural bias towards
photostable ‘building-blocks’ for simple self-replicating molecules and eventually life.
In this study we investigate statistical H-atom loss from both
imidazole and pyrazole in the gas phase following UV excitation
with a fs laser pulse, and monitor the yield of nascent H-atoms
with a temporally delayed ionization laser pulse to generate H+
using resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI). H+
is subsequently detected as a function of kinetic energy using
velocity map ion imaging.41 The combination of these two
techniques has allowed us, for the first time, to extract the
timescales for the ‘statistical’ H-atom elimination pathways in
these two species, revealing that the timescales for this process
occur over hundreds of ps, indicative of dynamics that are not
governed by RRKM behavior.

2. Experimental methods
The setup utilized to probe the photochemistry of imidazole and
pyrazole has been reported previously42 and additional details
Chem. Sci., 2012, 3, 1192–1199 | 1193
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are provided in the electronic supplementary information (ESI†)
online. Briefly, imidazole or pyrazole (Sigma-Aldrich, >98%) is
seeded in helium (2 bar) and introduced into a velocity map
imaging (VMI)29 spectrometer using an Even–Lavie pulsed valve
which is heated to 100  C.43 Dynamics are initiated using
200 nm fs laser pulses (pump), which are derived from the
fundamental output (800 nm) of an amplified Ti:Sapphire laser
system. Any nascent H-atoms subsequently undergo REMPI as
a function of time (Dt), using temporally delayed 243.1 nm fs
pulses (probe), two photons of which are resonant with the 2s )
1s transition in H. H+ is then detected as a function of both time
and kinetic energy using time-resolved VMI. The desired total
kinetic energy release (TKER) spectra are derived from the
measured H+ images using a polar onion-peeling algorithm,44
together with an appropriate Jacobian and calibration factor,45
assuming C3N2H3 as the radical co-fragments of the dissociation
process. For these experiments, the Gaussian laser cross-correlation was measured to be 160 fs full width at half maximum
(FWHM).
Experiments were also performed on deuterated isotopomers
of both imidazole and pyrazole: imidazole-d1, pyrazole-d1 and
pyrazole-d3. These isotopomers were synthesized in-house from
undeuterated samples of the two species (see ESI†). For these
isotopomers, in addition to measurements utilizing time-resolved
REMPI and VMI of eliminated H-atoms, results are also
recorded for VMI of photodissociated and REMPI probed
deuterium atoms (D+) using the same experimental conditions
described above.

3. Results
3.1 Identification and separation of statistical and 1ps*
H-atom elimination
Fig. 3 displays TKER spectra of REMPI probed H-atoms (H+)
which have been generated following 200 nm excitation of (a)
imidazole and (b) pyrazole at Dt ¼ 2.5 ps and 600 ps. The 200 nm
pump wavelength has been selected as the strong absorption
onset for both imidazole and pyrazole occurs at 220 nm46,47
(corresponding to the onset of the first 1pp* ) S0 transition in
both species, shown in Fig. 2). The corresponding H+ velocity
map images, from which the TKER spectra are derived, are
shown in the inset of Fig. 3; counts at the center of the images
correspond to low kinetic energy (KE) H+ while signals at larger
radii correlate to H+ with higher KEs. We also highlight that
there is negligible signal at negative Dt values and that detuning
the probe away from its REMPI transition (l s 243.1 nm)
results in no H+, indicative of only probing H-atoms in our
pump–probe scheme.
The TKER spectra for both species recorded at 2.5 ps display
Gaussian shaped features centered at 10 000 cm1. These
signals have previously been assigned to probed H-atoms
generated via ultrafast N–H fission along 1ps* states (depicted in
Fig. 2(a)), and transients for these integrated features yield
timescales of <80 fs for this pathway in both systems.45,48 With
reference to Fig. 2, in imidazole this signal results from initial
population of the bright 1pp* state followed by IC to the 1ps*
surface (via an out-of-plane ring distortion coordinate49) and
subsequent H-atom elimination,48 while in pyrazole the 1ps*
1194 | Chem. Sci., 2012, 3, 1192–1199

Fig. 3 Raw H+ images and derived TKER spectra for (a) imidazole and
(b) pyrazole, recorded at pump–probe delays (Dt) of 2.5 ps and 600 ps.
The polarization of the pump laser, 3, is shown inset. Blue shading
highlights the increase in H+ counts at low kinetic energies, corresponding
to an enhancement of probed ‘statistical’ H-atoms between 2.5 ps and
600 ps.

manifold is directly populated at 200 nm (in addition to the 1pp*
state) causing extremely rapid (<50 fs) N–H bond rupture.45 We
do not consider these high KE signals in any greater detail here,
only to state that upon extending these transients out to 600 ps
(provided in the ESI†), no additional H+ signal increase is
observed, indicating that direct N–H fission dynamics via the
1
ps* surface are over by 300 fs. This is also evidenced by the
TKER spectra and H+ velocity map images provided in Fig. 3 at
2.5 ps vs. 600 ps.
We now focus on the H+ signal localized at low KEs (<5000
cm1) with ‘Boltzmann-like’ profiles. At 2.5 ps we have previously attributed these REMPI probed H-atoms to be multiphoton and multicomponent in nature (e.g. dissociative
ionization of hot parent cations),45,48 as their corresponding
appearance times are both less than 200 fs, far too rapid for
a statistical decay process (typically $1010 s).50 The low KE
features of the TKER spectra for Dt # 2.5 ps have previously
been discussed in depth in ref. 45 and 48, and their pertaining
dynamics do not affect the ensuing arguments. As such, we do
not discuss these in any further detail here. When we extend these
measurements out to longer time delays (600 ps) in imidazole
(Fig. 3(a)) we see that there is a minor increase in the H+ yield at
low KEs (blue shading). Conversely, for pyrazole (Fig. 3(b))
there is a pronounced gain in H+ counts below 5000 cm1 by
600 ps. We postulate that this additional increase in low KE H+
signal correlates to REMPI of H-atoms which are generated
through statistical decay processes from a highly vibrationally
excited S0 state in the neutral parent species; a possible pathway
for this statistical mechanism is represented in Fig. 2(b). Alternatively, these probed statistical H-atoms may hypothetically
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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occur from dissociation of vibrationally hot photofragments,
which are all initially formed in <200 fs after UV excitation,45
although they constitute a very minor fraction of the overall
photochemistry at 200 nm (10% in imidazole).51 However,
based on considerations of the thermochemistry of both imidazole and pyrazole52,53 (and related heteroaromatics54), we
conclude that successive fragmentations to generate H-atoms is
thermodynamically unfeasible following excitation at 200 nm.
Importantly, we emphasize that relative to pyrazole, the statistical H-atom signal observed in imidazole by 600 ps is comparatively small, providing a preliminary indication that the yield
for statistical H-atom generation in imidazole is notably less than
that of its structural isomer pyrazole.
3.2 Timescales for statistical H-atom elimination
To investigate the timescales for these statistical H-atom elimination processes in a more quantitative manner, Fig. 4 presents
the normalized H+ transients for the low KE features in Fig. 3 up
to 600 ps. These have been obtained by integrating the low KE
signals over a defined energy window (200–1000 cm1) at each Dt.
The sharp rise in both transients at Dt ¼ 0 ps is due to contributions from a variety of ultrafast multiphoton processes, as
discussed briefly above and in detail in refs. 45 and 48. In imidazole a steady but minimal increase in signal is observed by
600 ps, at which time the dynamics appear to still be ongoing (i.e.
the H+ yield appears not to have plateaued), whereas pyrazole
presents a larger and more rapid rise in signal that begins to level
off around 400 ps. Fits to these transients using exponential rise
functions convoluted with the Gaussian instrument response
function (FWHM  160 fs), shown as solid lines in Fig. 4 (see
ESI† for fit details), provide statistical H-atom elimination
timescales for imidazole and pyrazole of >270 ps and 165 
30 ps, respectively, as summarized in Table 1. Due to the
continuing rise in H+ signal by 600 ps in the experimental transient for imidazole, we quote the extracted time constant as
a lower limit.

Fig. 4 Integrated H+ signal transients (200–1000 cm1) for the low
kinetic energy components in the TKER spectra of imidazole and pyrazole (circles and squares, respectively). Error bars correspond to two
standard deviations of the mean signal values (two s). Fits to the two
transients using exponential functions convoluted with the Gaussian
instrument response function are shown by the solid lines (see ESI† for fit
details). Time constants extracted from these fits are provided in Table 1.
The two transients have been normalized based on the sharp signal steps
at a pump–probe delay of Dt ¼ 0 ps, to emphasize the differences in H+
signal increase between the two species at longer pump–probe delays.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012

At this stage we emphasize a number of key points. (i) The
imidazole time constant provides a very conservative lower limit
to statistical H-atom elimination, as the experimental transient in
Fig. 4 suggests that the time constant for this process may be
>600 ps, due to dynamics which are still ongoing by the temporal
limits of our experiment (Dt ¼ 600 ps). (ii) The measurements
presented in Fig. 4 do not elucidate the exact origins of the
observed statistical H-atoms, as there may be mixed contributions from both N–H and C–H fissions following internal
vibrational energy redistribution (IVR) on S0. Finally, (iii) the
mechanism for repopulating S0 may be via coupling at the 1ps*/
S0 CI, yet we cannot rule out other relaxation channels from the
optical bright 1pp* state through 1pp*/S0 CIs located along
other nuclear degrees of freedom, as predicted by ab initio
calculations in imidazole.49 For pyrazole, we have performed
ab initio calculations which reveal that a 1pp*/S0 CI does indeed
exist, suggesting that it is in principle possible for population in
pyrazole’s 1pp* state to directly couple into a vibrationally hot
S0; further details are provided in the ESI†. In the succeeding
section we endeavor to address the issue of untangling potential
mixed contributions from statistical C–H and N–H cleavage
through further experiments which utilize deuterated isotopomers of imidazole and pyrazole.
3.3 Elucidation of statistical decay pathways along C–H and
N–H coordinates
To gain some insight into contributions from C–H fission, d1
isotopomers (N-D substitution) were used to block contributions
from N–H fission, while the d3 species (C-D substitution)
terminates H-atom elimination from all C–H coordinates.
In imidazole-d1, negligible H+ signal is observed following
photolysis at 200 nm, indicating that the small increase in
statistical decay counts measured in the undeuterated imidazole
transient (Fig. 4) is indeed localized to N–H dissociation. As
a result of this, and due to complexities in synthesizing imidazoled3, additional measurements for imidazole’s d3 isotopomer are
not discussed here.
H+ imaging measurements on pyrazole-d1 and pyrazole-d3
have also been performed, the results of which are presented in
Fig. 5 (molecular structures inset). The TKER spectrum of
pyrazole-d1, shown in Fig. 5(a) for Dt ¼ 2.5 ps and 600 ps, reveals
that there is still some fraction of H+ signal increase at low KEs.
Notably, the Gaussian feature observed at higher KEs in
undeuterated pyrazole (Fig. 3(b)) is almost completely eliminated, as expected due to termination of direct 1ps* mediated Hatom elimination—the small Gaussian profile observed around
10 000 cm1 in Fig. 5(a) is due to a minor contamination of N–
H fission from undeuterated pyrazole (see ESI†). The increase in
H+ counts at low KEs in Fig. 5(a) very likely results from REMPI
probed H-atoms following statistical C–H scission, suggesting
that a notable element of the low KE signal increase observed in
pyrazole (Fig. 3(b) and Fig. 4) arises due to this fragmentation
process. Kinetic fits to a transient of this feature, shown in
Fig. 5(b), extract a timescale of sCH ¼ 151  20 ps for statistical
C–H cleavage. Similarly, the pyrazole-d3 TKER spectra at Dt ¼
2.5 ps and 600 ps are also provided in Fig. 5(c). Here, a distinct
signal increase is still observed at low KEs, which we logically
assign to statistical H-atom loss from the N–H coordinate.
Chem. Sci., 2012, 3, 1192–1199 | 1195
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Table 1 Statistical H-atom elimination time constants, sobs, for imidazole and pyrazole, together with time constants for statistical N–H, sNH, and C–H
fission, sCH, obtained from pyrazole-d3 and pyrazole-d1 isotopomers, respectively. Also presented are the relative branching fractions for statistical C–H
and N–H fission in the two species, ANH and ACH, respectively, obtained from analyzing TKER spectra derived from H+ and D+ velocity map images of
pyrazole-d1 and pyrazole-d3 (see text for details). Averages of the two ANH and ACH values are also provided
Pyrazole-d3
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Pyrazole-d1

Average

Molecule

sobs/ps

sNH/ps

sCH/ps

ANH

ACH

ANH

ACH

ANH

ACH

Imidazole
Pyrazole

>270
165  30

—
193  35

—
151  20

—
0.37

—
0.63

—
0.54

—
0.46

1
0.45

0
0.55

Integration of this feature at each Dt in pyrazole-d3 yields the
transient in Fig. 5(d), which when fitted provides a time constant
of sNH ¼ 193  35 ps.
By comparing TKER spectra derived from both H+ and D+
velocity map images of pyrazole-d1 (Fig. 6(a)) and pyrazole-d3
(Fig. 6(b)), some insight into the relative contributions for C–H
and N–H fission to the low KE signal in undeuterated pyrazole
can be obtained. For pyrazole-d1 these TKER spectra are
provided in Fig. 6(a), where the H+ and D+ derived spectra are
shown by the dashed red and blue lines and result from C–H
and N–D fission, respectively. The sum of the two spectra is also
provided (black line), and is in good accord with the profile of
the H+ derived TKER spectrum recorded for undeuterated
pyrazole (gray line). Evaluation of the H+ : D+ signal ratio at
low KEs implicates that the fraction of signal associated with
N–H fission in the undeuterated species, ANH, is 0.37, together
with a value of 0.63 for the quotient of H-atoms generated
through C–H cleavage, ACH. These values are summarized in
Table 1 and a detailed method of their derivation is provided in
the ESI†.

An analogous analysis of the spectra obtained for pyrazole-d3,
yields ANH ¼ 0.54 and ACH ¼ 0.46, which vary from the values
extracted from pyrazole-d1 measurements. With this in mind, we
note that this analysis does not consider differences arising from
isotopic substitution, such as modified bond strengths and
differences in elimination timescales for H and D atoms, which
may manifest as variations in ANH and ACH between the two
isotopomers. However, in both cases the sum of the H+ and D+
derived TKER spectra compare very well with the profile of the
TKER spectrum measured for undeuterated pyrazole, suggesting
that there is some validity to this approach. Taking this into
consideration, we elect to calculate an average of the ANH and
ACH values obtained from both isotopomers, implying that
50% of probed statistical H-atoms arise from C–H scission (see
Table 1). Despite the simplistic nature of this interpretation,
further justification for this approach is garnered by using these
average ANH and ACH values to determine a weighted time
constant of 170 ps (sobs ¼ ANHsNH + ACHsCH), which is
commensurate with sobs ¼ 165  30 ps extracted from undeuterated pyrazole.

Fig. 5 (a) TKER spectra derived from the H+ velocity map images for pyrazole-d1 (structure inset), recorded at Dt ¼ 2.5 ps and 600 ps, together with (b)
the associated low kinetic energy H+ signal transient (circles) and temporal fit (red line). The H+ derived TKER spectra for pyrazole-d3 (structure inset in
(c)), at Dt ¼ 2.5 ps and 600 ps, and associated low kinetic energy H+ signal transient with fit are also shown in (c) and (d), respectively. Error bars on
signal transients correlate to two standard deviations of the mean signal (two s). Insets in (b) and (d) show the low kinetic energy H+ signal transients at
early pump–probe delays, up to Dt ¼ 1 ps. Blue shading in the TKER spectra highlights the increase in H+ counts at low kinetic energies.

1196 | Chem. Sci., 2012, 3, 1192–1199
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of unimolecular dissociation which cannot be interpreted with
respect to an RRKM model; hence, the lack of agreement
between our experimentally determined rates and RRKM predicted rates. This is in some ways profoundly logical, as following
repopulation of the S0 via vibrational coupling at CIs, vibrational
flux will be distinctly localized in specific nuclear degrees of
freedom (which may then over time undergo IVR). This scenario
stands entirely at odds with one of the central assumptions of
RRKM theory, that the internal energy of the system in question
is fully equilibrated. As such our results clearly emphasize that the
dynamics for forming statistical H-atoms, which contribute to
these low KE signals, cannot be modelled within a simple
RRKM framework (as has been done in past studies,35,36
although we note that some previous measurements were
recorded at time delays of 10s of ns where RRKM theory is more
valid35). Furthermore, it may be plausible for analogous H-atom
elimination pathways to manifest on similar timeframes (tens to
hundreds of ps) in a variety of other heteroaromatic species (e.g.
indoles and phenols).
Fig. 6 (a) TKER spectra derived from recorded H+ and D+ velocity map
images from pyrazole-d1 at Dt ¼ 600 ps (red and blue dashed lines,
respectively). These spectra have been normalized with respect to the sum
of these two spectra, shown by the black line. Also presented is the
normalized TKER spectrum for undeuterated pyrazole (grey line) at Dt ¼
600 ps. (b) Analogous TKER spectra recorded for pyrazole-d3.

4. Discussion
4.1 Comparison with RRKM theory
Previous studies have interpreted the low KE ‘Boltzmann-like’
H+ signals in terms of statistical unimolecular dissociation
kinetics within RRKM theory, which assumes that internal
(vibrational) energy is fully equilibrated in the system.50 Focusing,
to begin with, on statistical H-loss from the N–H coordinate in
imidazole, for a vibrationally hot S0 state with 50 000 cm1 of
internal energy, RRKM calculations predict a unimolecular
dissociation time constant of 20 ns (see ESI† for calculation
details). A similar calculation in pyrazole provides a theoretical
timescale of 700 ns for statistical N–H fission, both of which are
significantly longer than the hundreds of ps timescales we
observe here for ‘statistical’ H-atom elimination from a hot S0
manifold. At first glance this may suggest these H-atoms are
generated via a different mechanism, the most feasible of which
would appear to be some ‘frustrated’ dissociation event, as
previously proposed in pyrrole.55 In imidazole and pyrazole, such
a process would require that the 1ps* surfaces are not purely
repulsive with respect to the N–H coordinate, enabling some
population to be trapped in a bound region (cf. the lowest energy
1
ps* state in aniline56), which may then ‘leak’ out on a timescale
slower than the direct 1ps* mediated N–H fission discussed in
section 3.1. Consultation of the calculated potential energy
profiles of the 1ps* states suggests that no bound regions exist,27
making frustrated dissociation a tenuous interpretation and
adding further weight to our postulate that statistical H-atoms
are generated from vibrationally hot S0 species.
The fact that the statistical H-atom elimination dynamics we
observe here occur over the order of hundreds of ps is indicative
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012

4.2 Consideration of relative photostabilities
For the remainder of this discussion we consider the potential
implications that statistical fragmentation kinetics may have on
the apparent structural bias between these two heteroaromatic
moieties in photoprotective/photostable biomolecules.
As an example, we consider this behavior in the context of UV
chromophores embedded within large hydrophobic biological
environments, such as proteins (3 ¼ 3–10), which compare well
with the gas phase (3 ¼ 1). For imidazole, when localized within
a hydrophobic cavity of an extended biomolecule (e.g. protein
chromophore pockets38 or DNA helices37), IVR into the global
bio-structure may be in kinetic competition with the statistical Hloss kinetics we have observed to occur over hundreds of ps here.
Notably, however, the yield for this H-loss channel by 600 ps
appears to be relatively minor in imidazole. Converse observations in pyrazole of a comparatively high yield of rapid statistical
H-atom elimination, within a temporal window of hundreds of
ps, suggests that this pathway is more dominant, which could
hypothetically be an undesirable characteristic for photostability
in these biomolecules. We have also shown that statistical Hatom elimination dynamics in imidazole are highly localized to
the N–H coordinate. In this scenario, the eliminated H-atoms
may be recaptured within H-bonded motifs (cf. the amino acid
histidine within a secondary protein structure). In pyrazole, this
is not so as 50% of the statistical H-atom loss results from
fission of the C–H bonds, potentially leading to irreversible UV
photodamage of the chromophore and the formation of highly
reactive/toxic radicals.40
However, the studies presented in this Edge Article interrogate
imidazole and pyrazole as isolated chromophores. In future
studies it is therefore of particular interest to incrementally model
the influences of larger biological structures to which they will be
bonded. This may be achieved by increasing the molecular
degrees of freedom in these systems (either via the addition of
alkyl side-chains or with amino acids and polypeptides) and
delivering these species into the gas phase with appropriate
techniques, such as laser-desorption57,58 and electrospray ionization39,59,60 (particularly for charged species). We envisage (as
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some precursor studies have demonstrated34,61) that as the
density of internal states increases with added molecular
complexity, statistical decay dynamics may begin to dominate
the photochemistry in larger biological systems,61 the timescales
for which could become modified altogether.
We also recognize that the interpretation provided thus far
considers hydrophobic environments in biology, within which
imidazole moieties can often be found, for example histidine
residues in proteins. Photobiology also takes place in free
solvent.38 In the condensed phase rapid intermolecular energy
redistribution to the solvent will play a notable role.21,62 Albeit
this, the results here aim to provide a stepping-stone towards
a more global understanding of UV photostability in aromatic
heterocycles and mediate interest in exploring a wider theme of
structural selectivity in photoresistant bio-chromophores.
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